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	Smashing WordPress: Beyond the Blog, 9781119942719 (1119942713), John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The ultimate guide to WordPress, from the world's most popular resource for web designers and developers


	As one of the hottest tools on the web today for creating a blog, WordPress has evolved to be much more that just a blogging platform and has been pushed beyond its original purpose. With this new edition of a perennially popular WordPress resource, Smashing Magazine offers you the information you need so you can maximize the potential and power of WordPress. WordPress expert Thord Daniel Hedengren takes you beyond the basic blog to show you how to leverage the capabilities of WordPress to power advanced websites.

	
		Addresses new theming options, custom post types, custom headers, menus, background, and more
	
		Explains how to build beautiful and unique WordPress themes and creating amazing navigation
	
		Walks you through building plugins, integrating theme options, creating custom login forms and admin themes, and using the Loop to control content
	
		Zeroes in on building a WordPress project for SEO
	
		Highlights integrating WordPress with the social web



	Smashing WordPress, Third Edition teaches you how to make WordPress look any way you like—from a corporate site to a photography gallery and much, much more!
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Integrated Formal Methods: 4th International Conference, IFM 2004, CanterburySpringer, 2004
The fourth conference in the series of international meetings on Integrated Formal Methods, IFM, was held in Canterbury, UK, 4–7 April 2004. The conference was organized by the Computing Laboratory at the University of Kent, whose main campus is just outside the ancient town of Canterbury, part of the county of Kent.

Kent is...

		

Pediatric Acute Lymphoblastic LeukemiaSpringer, 2019

	
		This book discusses key aspects of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), presenting the latest research on the biology and treatment of the disease and related issues. The cure rate for ALL has improved dramatically due to advances such as supportive care, treatment strati?cation based on relapse risk, and the optimization of...



		

Introducing Maya 8: 3D for Beginners (CD)Sybex, 2006
If you're just beginning to dive into the world of 3D, this is the book for you."
    —Animation Magazine
    The Academy AwardÐ’® winning MayaÐ’® 3D animation and effects software is the first choice of film and video artists, game developers, and 3D design professionals. Discover how to build, render, and...





	

Crop Circles: Signs of ContactNew Page Books, 2003

	Credible people telling of incredible
	things.


	This is the center, the goal, even
	the “mission statement” of this book.
	And Colin Andrews is in a unique place
	as the premier authority on the crop
	circle phenomenon.


	When one reads Colin’s findings, it is
	self-evident that he is such an expert....


		

PHP 5 E-commerce DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	The popularity of online shopping has increased dramatically over the past few years. There are plenty of options available if you not are planning to build your own e-commerce solution but sometimes it's better to use your own solutions. It may be easy to find an e-commerce system but when it comes to extending it or using it you might...


		

Pumping Station Design, 3rd EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2008

	This book is written for a wide variety of readers: the expert and the beginner in a design office; the project leader of a design team; the city engineer or chief engineer of a water or sewerage authority (or their subordinates) who may review plans and specifications; and manufacturers’ representatives who should know how their...
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